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In the proof of Theorem 2.2 (p. 66) the proof must be corrected as follows: 
Let S(T, (Y) = {/3 E [0, (~1: cf(p) s 7). We show that S(T, (u)” is normal for n E o. 
Let F and H be closed subsets of S(T, (Y)“. Recall A = Cl,,,,,nA for AC S(T, a)“. 
We show the following assertion (*). 
If Pnfi#@, then FnH#@ (*) 
Let (PI, P2,. . . , &) E $n fi. We may assume without loss of generality that 
Cf(Pi) c 7 for is k and cf(&) > T for k < is n. Put E = (flj=, {/3,} x S(T, a)“-‘) n F, 
Hi = (nj_, {fIj} X S( 7, CY)“-‘) CT H for i = 1,2, . . . , k. Before proving the assertion (*), 
we show (P1. P2,. . .,&,)~F~nfi~. We first show (p,,& ,..., &,)EF,. Put U= 
U(Y,, Y2,. . ., Yn)=ny=,(Yi,Pt], where yi<pi (IsiGn). We show lJnF,#@. 
Choose a sequence of ordinal numbers {y’: 6 < cf(pl)} such that y, < y’ < ys’< p, 
for 6 < 6’ and sup, ys = p,. Choose ps E U( y*, y2,. . . , y,,) n F. Then, since S(r, (Y)” 
is strongly T-compact and cf(pl) s T, {ps: 6 < cf(pl)}- (c F) is compact. Hence there 
exists a point p = (p,, p2, . . . , p,,) E F such that any neighborhood of p in [0, a]” 
contains cf(P,)-manyps’s. Clearly p E U n F andp, = p,. Therefore (p,, p2, ._. . , pn) E 
Fl. Instead of using F and F, we use F, and F2, respectively, then we can show 
(P,, P2,. . . , p,,) E F2. Continuing in this manner we can show (pl, p2, . . . , pn) E Fk. 
Similarly we can show (PI, &, . . . , P,,) E &. 
Now we show the assertion (*). We show Fk n Hk # 0. Put 
V(Yk+l, Yk+2, . . . 9 Yn) = fjl {Pi)’ i=@+l (Yip Pi)* 
Notethat V(Yk+,,Yk+Z,...rYn)nFk#0and V(Yk+,,Yk+Z,...,Yn)nHk#0forYi< 
pi (i=k+l,k+2,..., n).Let{y”:m~~}(i=k+l,k+2,...,n)beasequenceof 
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elements of S(T, a) such that 
yy < yy+1 <pi for mEw and i=k+l,k+2,. ..,n, 
Fk n { V(&Y;‘, r2kZ1, . . . , y?-‘) - V(Y:%, r’,%, . . . , T?‘)) # !A 
Hk fl{ V(&Y*, YZ2,. . . , y?) - VYzkZ’, r:‘;:‘, . . . , dm+l)l # B 
for each m E w. Choose 
pm E 4‘ n { V(yz,T;‘, rZkl;‘, . . . , Y?~) - V(Y;%, r’,:,, . . . , dm)>, 
qm E Kc n {V(&Yl, Yang,. . . , yzm) - V(yZ,T:‘, Y%‘, . . . , dm+‘)}. 
Put6,=sup{y~:mEw}fori=k+l,k+2,...,n.Then 
;pa Pm = ;pm qrn = (PI, i%, . . . , pk, Sk+,, ak+z, . . . , 6,) E Fk n Kc. 
--The proof of the assertion (*) is completed. 
